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Abstract—We consider a basic cache network, in which a single
server is connected to multiple users via a shared bottleneck
link. The server has a database of files (content). Each user
has an isolated memory that can be used to cache content in
a prefetching phase. In a following delivery phase, each user
requests a file from the database, and the server needs to deliver
users’ demands as efficiently as possible by taking into account
their cache contents. We focus on an important and commonly
used class of prefetching schemes, where the caches are filled
with uncoded data. We provide the exact characterization of
the rate-memory tradeoff for this problem, by deriving both the
minimum average rate (for a uniform file popularity) and the
minimum peak rate required on the bottleneck link for a given
cache size available at each user. In particular, we propose a
novel caching scheme, which strictly improves the state of the
art by exploiting commonality among user demands. We then
demonstrate the exact optimality of our proposed scheme through
a matching converse, by dividing the set of all demands into
types, and showing that the placement phase in the proposed
caching scheme is universally optimal for all types. Using these
techniques, we also fully characterize the rate-memory tradeoff
for a decentralized setting, in which users fill out their cache
content without any coordination.
Index Terms—Caching, Coding, Rate-Memory Tradeoff,
Information-Theoretic Optimality
I. INTRODUCTION
Caching is a commonly used approach to reduce traffic rate
in a network system during peak-traffic times, by duplicating
part of the content in the memories distributed across the
network. In its basic form, a caching system operates in two
phases: (1) a placement phase, where each cache is populated
up to its size, and (2) a delivery phase, where the users
reveal their requests for content and the server has to deliver
the requested content. During the delivery phase, the server
exploits the content of the caches to reduce network traffic.
Conventionally, caching systems have been based on un-
coded unicast delivery where the objective is mainly to
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maximize the hit rate, i.e. the chance that the requested
content can be delivered locally [2]–[9]. While in systems
with single cache memory this approach can achieve optimal
performance, it has been recently shown in [10] that for
multi-cache systems, the optimality no longer holds. In [10],
an information theoretic framework for multi-cache systems
was introduced, and it was shown that coding can offer a
significant gain that scales with the size of the network.
Several coded caching schemes have been proposed since then
[11]–[16]. The caching problem has also been extended in
various directions, including decentralized caching [17], online
caching [18], caching with nonuniform demands [19]–[22],
hierarchical caching [23]–[25], device-to-device caching [26],
cache-aided interference channels [27]–[30], caching on file
selection networks [31]–[33], caching on broadcast channels
[34]–[37], and caching for channels with delayed feedback
with channel state information [38], [39]. The same idea is also
useful in the context of distributed computing, in order to take
advantage of extra computation to reduce the communication
load [40]–[44].
Characterizing the exact rate-memory tradeoff in the above
caching scenarios is an active line of research. Besides devel-
oping better achievability schemes, there have been efforts in
tightening the outer bound of the rate-memory tradeoff [33],
[45]–[49]. Nevertheless, in almost all scenarios, there is still
a gap between the state-of-the-art communication load and
the converse, leaving the exact rate-memory tradeoff an open
problem.
In this paper, we focus on an important class of caching
schemes, where the prefetching scheme is required to be
uncoded. In fact, almost all caching schemes proposed for
the above mentioned problems use uncoded prefetching. As
a major advantage, uncoded prefetching allows us to handle
asynchronous demands without increasing the communication
rates, by dividing files into smaller subfiles [17]. Within this
class of caching schemes, we characterize the exact rate-
memory tradeoff for both the average rate for uniform file
popularity and the peak rate, in both centralized and decen-
tralized settings, for all possible parameter values.
In particular, we first propose a novel caching strategy for
the centralized setting (i.e., where the users can coordinate
in designing the caching mechanism, as considered in [10]),
which strictly improves the state of the art, reducing both
the average rate and the peak rate. We exploit commonality
among user demands by showing that the scheme in [10] may
introduce redundancy in the delivery phase, and proposing a
new scheme that effectively removes all such redundancies in
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2a systematic way.
In addition, we demonstrate the exact optimality of the pro-
posed scheme through a matching converse. The main idea is
to divide the set of all demands into smaller subsets (referred to
as types), and derive tight lower bounds for the minimum peak
rate and the minimum average rate on each type separately.
We show that, when the prefetching is uncoded, the rate-
memory tradeoff can be completely characterized using this
technique, and the placement phase in the proposed caching
scheme universally achieves those minimum rates on all types.
Moreover, we extend the techniques we developed for the
centralized caching problem to characterize the exact rate-
memory tradeoff in the decentralized setting (i.e. where the
users cache the contents independently without any coordina-
tion, as considered in [17]). Based on the proposed centralized
caching scheme, we develop a new decentralized caching
scheme that strictly improves the state of the art [16], [17]. In
addition, we formally define the framework of decentralized
caching, and prove matching converses given the framework,
showing that the proposed scheme is optimal.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• Characterizing the rate-memory tradeoff for average rate,
by developing a novel caching design and proving a
matching information theoretic converse.
• Characterizing the rate-memory tradeoff for peak rate,
by extending the achievability and converse proofs to
account for the worst case demands.
• Characterizing the rate-memory tradeoff for both average
rate and peak rate in a decentralized setting, where the
users cache the contents independently without coordina-
tion.
Furthermore, in one of our recent works [50], we have shown
that the achievablity scheme we developed in this paper also
leads to the yet known tightest characterization (within factor
of 2) in the general problem with coded prefetching, for
both average rate and peak rate, in both centralized and
decentralized settings.
The problem of caching with uncoded prefetching was
initiated in [12], [51], which showed that the scheme in [10] is
optimal when considering peak rate and centralized caching,
if there are more files than users. Although not stated in [12],
[51], the converse bound in our paper for the special case of
peak rate and centralized setting could have also been derived
using their approach. In this paper however, we introduce the
novel idea of demand types, which allows us to go beyond
and characterize the rate-memory tradeoff for both peak rate
and average rate for all possible parameter values, in both
centralized and decentralized settings. Our result covers the
peak rate centralized setting, as well as strictly improves the
bounds in all other cases. More importantly, we introduce a
new achievability scheme, which strictly improves the scheme
in [10].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II for-
mally establishes a centralized caching framework, and defines
the main problem studied in this paper. Section III summarizes
the main result of this paper for the centralized setting. Section
IV describes and demonstrates the optimal centralized caching
scheme that achieves the minimum expected rate and the
minimum peak rate. Section V proves matching converses
that show the optimality of the proposed centralized caching
scheme. Section VI extends the techniques we developed for
the centralized caching problem to characterize the exact rate-
memory tradeoff in the decentralized setting.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formally introduce the system model
for the centralized caching problem. Then, we define the rate-
memory tradeoff based on the introduced framework, and state
the main problem studied in this paper.
A. System Model
We consider a system with one server connected to K users
through a shared, error-free link (see Fig. 1). The server has
access to a database of N files W1, ...,WN , each of size F
bits.1 We denote the jth bit in file i by Bi,j , and we assume
that all bits in the database are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables
with p = 0.5. Each user has an isolated cache memory of
size MF bits, where M ∈ [0, N ]. For convenience, we define
parameter t = KMN .
N files
shared link
K users
caches size M
server
Fig. 1: Caching system considered in this paper. The figure illustrates
the case where K = N = 3, M = 1.
The system operates in two phases, a placement phase and
a delivery phase. In the placement phase, users are given
access to the entire database, and each user can fill their cache
using the database. However, instead of allowing coding in
prefetching [10], we focus on an important class of prefetching
schemes, referred to as uncoded prefetching schemes:
Definition 1. An uncoded prefetching scheme is where each
user k selects no more than MF bits from the database and
stores them in its own cache, without coding. Let Mk denote
the set of indices of the bits chosen by user k, then we denote
the prefetching as
M = (M1, ...,MK).
In the delivery phase, only the server has access to the
database. Each user k requests one of the files in the
database. To characterize user requests, we define demand
d = (d1, ..., dK), where dk is the index of the file requested
by user k. We denote the number of distinct requested files in
d by Ne(d), and denote the set of all possible demands by D,
i.e., D = {1, ..., N}K .
1Although we only focus on binary files, the same techniques developed in
this paper can also be used for cases of q-ary files and files using a mixture
of different alphabets, to prove that same rate-memory trade off holds.
3The server is informed of the demand and proceeds by
generating a signal X of size RF bits as a function of
W1, ...,WN , and transmits the signal over the shared link. R is
a fixed real number given the demand d. The values RF and
R are referred to as the load and the rate of the shared link,
respectively. Using the values of bits inMk and the signal X
received over the shared link, each user k aims to reconstruct
their requested file Wdk .
B. Problem Definition
Based on the above framework, we define the rate-memory
tradeoff for the average rate using the following terminology.
Given a prefetchingM = (M1, ...,MK), we say a commu-
nication rate R is -achievable for demand d if and only if
there exists a message X of length RF such that every active
user k is able to recover its desired file Wdk with a probability
of error of at most . This is rigorously defined as follows:
Definition 2. R is -achievable given a prefetchingM and a
demand d if and only if we can find an encoding function ψ :
{0, 1}NF → {0, 1}RF that maps the N files to the message:
X = ψ(W1, ...,WN ),
and K decoding functions µk : {0, 1}RF × {0, 1}|Mk| →
{0, 1}F that each map the signal X and the cached content
of user k to an estimate of the requested file Wdk , denoted by
Wˆd,k:
Wˆd,k = µk(X, {Bi,j | (i, j) ∈Mk}),
such that
P(Wˆd,k 6=Wdk) ≤ .
We denote R∗ (d,M) as the minimum -achievable rate
given d andM. Assuming that all users are making requests
independently, and that all files are equally likely to be
requested by each user, the probability distribution of the
demand d is uniform on D. We define the average rate R∗ (M)
as the expected minimum achievable rate given a prefetching
M under uniformly random demand, i.e.,
R∗ (M) = Ed[R∗ (d,M)].
The rate-memory tradeoff for the average rate is essentially
finding the minimum average rate R∗, for any given memory
constraint M , that can be achieved by prefetchings satisfying
this constraint with vanishing error probability for sufficiently
large file size. Rigorously, we want to find
R∗ = sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
min
M
R∗ (M).
as a function of N , K, and M .
Similarly, the rate-memory tradeoff for peak rate is essen-
tially finding the minimum peak rate, denoted by R∗peak, which
is formally defined in Appendix B.
III. MAIN RESULTS
We state the main result of this paper in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. For a caching problem with K users, a database
of N files, local cache size of M files at each user, and
parameter t = KMN , we have
R∗ = Ed
[(
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(d)t+1 )(
K
t
) ] , (1)
for t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}, where d is uniformly random on D =
{1, ..., N}K and Ne(d) denotes the number of distinct requests
in d. Furthermore, for t /∈ {0, 1, ...,K}, R∗ equals the lower
convex envelope of its values at t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}.2
Remark 1. To prove Theorem 1, we propose a new caching
scheme that strictly improves the state of the art [10],
which was relied on by all prior works considering the
minimum average rate for the caching problem [19]–[21],
[33]. In particular, the rate achieved by the previous best
known caching scheme equals the lower convex envelope of
min{K−tt+1 ,Ed[Ne(d)(1 − tK )]} at t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}, which is
strictly larger than R∗ when N > 1 and t < K − 1. For
example, when K = 30, N = 30, and t = 1, the state-of-the-
art scheme requires a communication rate of 14.12, while the
proposed scheme achieves the rate 12.67, both rounded to two
decimal places.
The improvement of our proposed scheme over the state of
the art can be interpreted intuitively as follows. The caching
scheme proposed in [10] essentially decomposes the problem
into 2 cases: in one case, the redundancy of user demands
is ignored, and the information is delivered by satisfying
different demands using single coded multicast transmission;
in the other case, random coding is used to deliver the same
request to multiple receivers. Our result demonstrates that
the decomposition of the caching problem into these 2 cases
is suboptimal, and our proposed caching scheme precisely
accounts for the effect of redundant user demands.
Remark 2. The technique for finding the minimum average
rate in the centralized setting can be straightforwardly ex-
tended to find the minimum peak rate, which was solved for
N ≥ K [51]. Here we show that we not only recover their
result, but also fully characterize the rate for all possible values
of N and K, resulting in the following corollary, which will
be proved in Appendix B.
Corollary 1. For a caching problem with K users, a database
of N files, a local cache size of M files at each user, and
parameter t = KMN , we have
R∗peak =
(
K
t+1
)− (K−min{K,N}t+1 )(
K
t
) (2)
for t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}. Furthermore, for t /∈ {0, 1, ...,K},
R∗peak equals the lower convex envelope of its values at
t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}.
Remark 3. As we will discuss in Section VI, we can also
extend the techniques that we developed for proving Theorem
1 to the decentralized setting. The exact rate-memory tradeoff
for both the average rate and the peak rate can be fully char-
acterized using these techniques. Besides, the newly proposed
2In this paper we define
(n
k
)
= 0 when k > n.
4decentralized caching scheme for achieving the minimum rates
strictly improves the state of the art [16], [17].
Remark 4. Prior to this result, there have been several other
works on this coded caching problem. Both centralized and
decentralized settings have been considered, and many caching
schemes using uncoded prefetching were proposed. Several
caching schemes have been proposed focusing on minimizing
the average communication rates [19]–[22]. However in the
case of uniform file popularity, the achievable rates provided
in these works reduce to the results of [10] or [17], while
our proposal strictly improves the state of the arts in both
[10] and [17] by developing a novel delivery strategy that
exploits the commonality of the user demands. There have
also been several proposed schemes that aim to minimize
the peak rates [12], [16]. The main novelty of our work
compared to their results is that we not only propose an
optimal design that strictly improves upon all these works
through a leader based strategy, but also provide an intuitive
proof for its decodability. The decodability proof is based on
the observation that the caching schemes proposed in [10] and
[17] may introduce redundancy in the delivery phase, while
our proposed scheme provides a systematic way to optimally
remove all the redundancy, which allows delivering the same
amount of information with strictly improved communication
rates.
Remark 5. We numerically compare our results with the
state-of-the-art schemes and the converses for the centralized
setting. As shown in Fig. 2, both the achievability scheme
and the converse provided in our paper strictly improve the
prior arts, for both average rate and peak rate. Similar results
can be shown for the decentralized setting, and a numerical
comparison is provided in Section VI.
Remark 6. There have also been several prior works consid-
ering caching designs with coded prefetching [10], [11], [13]–
[15]. They focused on the centralized setting and showed that
the peak communication rate achieved by uncoded prefetching
schemes can be improved in some low capacity regimes.
Even taking coded prefetching schemes into account, our work
strictly improves the prior art in most cases (see Section VII
for numerical results). More importantly, the caching schemes
developed in this paper is within a factor of 2 optimal in the
general coded prefetching setting, for both average and peak
rates, centralized and decentralized settings [50].
In the following sections, we prove Theorem 1 by first de-
scribing a caching scheme that achieves the minimum average
rate (see Section IV), and then deriving tight lower bounds of
the expected rates for any uncoded prefetching scheme (see
Section V).
IV. THE OPTIMAL CACHING SCHEME
In this section, we provide a caching scheme (i.e. a prefetch-
ing scheme and a delivery scheme) to achieve R∗ stated in
Theorem 1. Before introducing the proposed caching scheme,
we demonstrate the main ideas of the proposed scheme
through a motivating example.
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(a) Average rates for N = K = 30. For this scenario, the best
communication rate stated in prior works is achieved by the
memory-sharing between the conventional uncoded scheme
[10] and the Maddah-Ali-Niesen scheme [10]. The tightest
prior converse bound in this scenario is provided by [47].
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Fig. 2: Numerical comparison between the optimal tradeoff and the
state of the arts for the centralized setting. Our results strictly improve
the prior arts in both achievability and converse, for both average rate
and peak rate.
A. Motivating Example
Consider a caching system with 3 files (denoted by A, B,
and C), 6 users, and a caching size of 1 file for each user.
To develop a caching scheme, we need to design an uncoded
prefetching scheme, independent of the demands, and develop
delivery strategies for each of the possible 36 demands.
For the prefetching strategy, we break file A into 15 subfiles
of equal size, and denote their values by A{1,2}, A{1,3},
A{1,4}, A{1,5}, A{1,6}, A{2,3}, A{2,4}, A{2,5}, A{2,6}, A{3,4},
A{3,5}, A{3,6}, A{4,5}, A{4,6}, and A{5,6}. Each user k caches
the subfiles whose index includes k, e.g., user 1 caches A{1,2},
5A{1,3}, A{1,4}, A{1,5}, and A{1,6}. The same goes for files B
and C. This prefetching scheme was originally proposed in
[10].
Given the above prefetching scheme, we now need to
develop an optimal delivery strategy for each of the possible
demands. In this subsection, we demonstrate the key idea of
our proposed delivery scheme through a representative demand
scenario, namely, each file is requested by 2 users as shown
in Figure 3.
shared link
users
caches
server
A
B
C
A{1,j}
A =? A =? B =? B =? C =? C =?
B{1,j}
C{1,j}
A{2,j} A{3,j} A{4,j} A{5,j} A{6,j}
B{2,j} B{3,j} B{4,j} B{5,j} B{6,j}
C{2,j} C{3,j} C{4,j} C{5,j} C{6,j}
Fig. 3: A caching system with 6 users, 3 files, local cache size of
1 file at each user, and a demand where each file is requested by 2
users.
We first consider a subset of 3 users {1, 2, 3}. User 1
requires subfile A{2,3}, which is only available at users 2
and 3. User 2 requires subfile A{1,3}, which is only available
at users 1 and 3. User 3 requires subfile B{1,2}, which is
only available at users 1 and 2. In other words, the three
users would like to exchange subfiles A{2,3}, A{1,3}, and
B{1,2}, which can be enabled by transmitting the message
A{2,3} ⊕A{1,3} ⊕B{1,2} over the shared link.
Similarly, we can create and broadcast messages for any
subset A of 3 users that exchange 3 subfiles among those 3
users. As a short hand notation, we denote the corresponding
message by YA. According to the delivery scheme proposed
in [10], if we broadcast all
(
6
3
)
= 20 messages that could
be created in this way, all users will be able to decode their
requested files.
However, in this paper we propose a delivery scheme where,
instead of broadcasting all those 20 messages, only 19 of them
are computed and broadcasted, omitting the message Y{2,4,6}.
Specifically, we broadcast the following 19 values:
Y{1,2,3} = B{1,2} ⊕A{1,3} ⊕A{2,3}
Y{1,2,4} = B{1,2} ⊕A{1,4} ⊕A{2,4}
Y{1,2,5} = C{1,2} ⊕A{1,5} ⊕A{2,5}
Y{1,2,6} = C{1,2} ⊕A{1,6} ⊕A{2,6}
Y{1,3,4} = B{1,3} ⊕B{1,4} ⊕A{3,4}
Y{1,3,5} = C{1,3} ⊕B{1,5} ⊕A{3,5}
Y{1,3,6} = C{1,3} ⊕B{1,6} ⊕A{3,6}
Y{1,4,5} = C{1,4} ⊕B{1,5} ⊕A{4,5}
Y{1,4,6} = C{1,4} ⊕B{1,6} ⊕A{4,6}
Y{1,5,6} = C{1,5} ⊕ C{1,6} ⊕A{5,6}
Y{2,3,4} = B{2,3} ⊕B{2,4} ⊕A{3,4}
Y{2,3,5} = C{2,3} ⊕B{2,5} ⊕A{3,5}
Y{2,3,6} = C{2,3} ⊕B{2,6} ⊕A{3,6}
Y{2,4,5} = C{2,4} ⊕B{2,5} ⊕A{4,5}
Y{2,5,6} = C{2,5} ⊕ C{2,6} ⊕A{5,6}
Y{3,4,5} = C{3,4} ⊕B{3,5} ⊕B{4,5}
Y{3,4,6} = C{3,4} ⊕B{3,6} ⊕B{4,6}
Y{3,5,6} = C{3,5} ⊕ C{3,6} ⊕B{5,6}
Y{4,5,6} = C{4,5} ⊕ C{4,6} ⊕B{5,6}
Surprisingly, even after taking out the extra message, all
users are still able to decode the requested files. The reason
is as follows:
User 1 is able to decode file A, because every subfile
A{i,j} that is not cached by user 1 can be computed with
the help of Y{1,i,j}, which is directly broadcasted. The above
is the same decoding procedure used in [10]. User 2 can
easily decode all subfiles in A except A{4,6} in a similar way,
although decoding A{4,6} is more challenging since the value
Y{2,4,6}, which is needed in the above decoding procedure for
decoding A{4,6}, is not directly broadcasted. However, user 2
can still decode A{4,6} by adding Y{1,4,6}, Y{1,4,5}, Y{1,3,6},
and Y{1,3,5}, which gives the binary sum of A{4,6}, A{4,5},
A{3,6}, and A{3,5}. Because A{4,5}, A{3,6}, and A{3,5} are
easily decodable, A{4,6} can be obtained consequently.
Due to symmetry, all other users can decode their requested
files in the same manner. This completes the decoding tasks
for the given demand.
B. General Schemes
Now we present a general caching scheme that achieves the
rate R∗ stated in Theorem 1. We focus on presenting prefetch-
ing schemes and delivery schemes when t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K},
since for general t, the minimum rate R∗ can be achieved by
memory sharing.
Remark 7. Note that the rates stated in equation (1) for t ∈
{0, 1, ...,K} form a convex sequence, which are consequently
on their lower convex envelope. Thus those rates cannot be
further improved using memory sharing.
To prove the achievability of R∗, we need to provide an
optimal prefetching schemeM, an optimal delivery scheme
for every possible user demand d of which the average rate
achieves R∗, and a valid decoding algorithm for the users.
The main idea of our proposed achievability scheme is to
first design a prefetching scheme that enables multicast coding
opportunities, and then in the delivery phase, we optimally
deliver the message by effectively solving an index coding
problem.
We consider the following optimal prefetching: We partition
each file i into
(
K
t
)
non-overlapping subfiles with approxi-
mately equal size. We assign the
(
K
t
)
subfiles to
(
K
t
)
different
subsets of {1, ..,K} of size t, and denote the value of the
subfile assigned to subset A by Wi,A. Given this partition,
each user k caches all bits in all subfiles Wi,A such that
k ∈ A. Because each user caches (K−1t−1 )N subfiles, and each
subfile has F/
(
K
t
)
bits, the caching load of each user equals
NtF/K = MF bits, which satisfies the memory constraint.
6This prefetching was originally proposed in [10]. In the rest
of the paper, we refer to this prefetching as symmetric batch
prefetching.
Given this prefetching (denoted by Mbatch), our goal is
to show that for any demand d, we can find a delivery
scheme that achieves the following optimal rate with zero error
probability: 3
R∗=0 (d,Mbatch) =
(
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(d)t+1 )(
K
t
) . (3)
Hence, by taking the expectation over demand d, the rate R∗
stated in Theorem 1 can be achieved.
Remark 8. Note that, in the special case where all users are
requesting different files (i.e., Ne(d) = K), the above rate
equals K−tt+1 , which can already be achieved by the delivery
scheme proposed in [10]. Our proposed scheme aims to
achieve this optimal rate in more general circumstances, when
some users may share common demands.
Remark 9. Finding the minimum communication load given a
prefetchingM can be viewed as a special case of the index
coding problem. Theorem 1 indicates the optimality of the
delivery scheme given the symmetric batch prefetching, which
implies that (3) gives the solution to a special class of non-
symmetric index coding problem.
The optimal delivery scheme is designed as follows: For
each demand d, recall that Ne(d) denotes the number of dis-
tinct files requested by all users. The server arbitrarily selects
a subset of Ne(d) users, denoted by U = {u1, ..., uNe(d)},
that request Ne(d) different files. We refer to these users as
leaders.
Given an arbitrary subset A of t+1 users, each user k ∈ A
needs the subfile Wdk,A\{k}, which is known by all other
users in A. In other words, all users in set A would like to
exchange subfiles Wdk,A\{k} for all k ∈ A. This exchange
can be processed if the binary sum of all those files, i.e.
⊕
x∈A
Wdx,A\{x}, is available from the broadcasted message. To
simplify the description of the delivery scheme, for each subset
A of users, we define the following short hand notation
YA = ⊕
x∈A
Wdx,A\{x}. (4)
To achieve the rate stated in (3), the server only greedily
broadcasts the binary sums that directly help at least 1 leader.
Rigorously, the server computes and broadcasts all YA for all
subsets A of size t + 1 that satisfy A ∩ U 6= ∅. The length
of the message equals
(
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(d)t+1 ) times the size of a
subfile, which matches the stated rate.
We now prove that each user who requests a file is able to
decode the requested file upon receiving the messages. For any
leader k ∈ U and any subfile Wdk,A that is requested but not
cached by user k, the message Y{k}∪A is directly available
from the broadcast. Thus, k is able to obtain all requested
subfiles by decoding each subfile Wdk,A from message Y{k}∪A
using the following equation:
Wdk,A = Y{k}∪A ⊕
(
⊕
x∈A
Wdx,{k}∪A\{x}
)
, (5)
3Rigorously, we prove equation (3) for F |(K
t
)
. In other cases, the resulting
extra communication overhead is negligible for large F .
which directly follows from equation (4).
The decoding procedure for a non-leader user k is less
straightforward, because not all messages Y{k}∪A for corre-
sponding required subfiles Wdk,A are directly broadcasted.
However, user k can generate these messages simply based
on the received messages, and can thus decode all required
subfiles. We prove the above fact as follows.
First we prove the following simple lemma:
Lemma 1. Given a demand d, and a set of leaders U . For any
subset B ⊆ {1, ...,K} that includes U , let VF be the family
of all subsets V of B such that each requested file in d is
requested by exactly one user in V .
The following equation holds:
⊕
V∈VF
YB\V = 0 (6)
if each YB\V is defined in (4).
Proof. To prove Lemma 1, we essentially need to show that,
after expanding the LHS of equation (6) into a binary sum of
subfiles using the definition in (4), each subfile is counted an
even number of times. This will ensure that the net sum is
equal to 0. To rigorously prove this fact, we start by defining
the following.
For each u ∈ U we define Bu as
Bu = {x ∈ B | dx = du}. (7)
Then all sets Bu disjointly cover the set B, and the following
equations hold:
⊕
V∈VF
YB\V = ⊕V∈VF ⊕x∈B\VWdx,B\(V∪{x}) (8)
= ⊕
u∈U
⊕
V∈VF
⊕
x∈(B\V)∩Bu
Wdu,B\(V∪{x}) (9)
= ⊕
u∈U
⊕
V∈VF
⊕
x∈Bu\V
Wdu,B\(V∪{x}). (10)
For each u ∈ U , we let Vu be the family of all subsets V ′ of
B\Bu such that each requested file in d, except du, is requested
by exactly one user in V ′. Then VF can be represented as
follows:
VF = {{y} ∪ V ′ | y ∈ Bu,V ′ ∈ Vu}. (11)
Consequently, the following equation holds for each u ∈ U :
⊕
V∈VF
⊕
x∈Bu\V
Wdu,B\(V∪{x})
= ⊕
V′∈Vu
⊕
y∈Bu
⊕
x∈Bu\{y}
Wdu,B\(V′∪{x,y}) (12)
= ⊕
V′∈Vu
⊕
(x,y)∈B2u
x 6=y
Wdu,B\(V′∪{x,y}) (13)
Note that Wdu,B\(V′∪{x,y}) and Wdu,B\(V′∪{y,x}) are the same
subfile. Hence, every single subfile in the above equation is
counted exactly twice, which sum up to 0. Consequently, the
LHS of equation (6) also equals 0.
Consider any subset A of t + 1 non-leader users. From
Lemma 1, the message YA can be directly computed from the
broadcasted messages using the following equation:
YA = ⊕
V∈VF\{U}
YB\V , (14)
where B = A∪U , given the fact that all messages on the RHS
of the above equation are broadcasted, because each B\V has
7a size of t + 1 and contains at least one leader. Hence, each
user k can obtain the value YA for any subset A of t+1 users,
and can subsequently decode its requested file as previously
discussed.
Remark 10. An interesting open problem is to find com-
putationally efficient decoding algorithms for the proposed
optimal caching scheme. The decoding algorithm proposed in
this paper imposes extra computation at the non-leader users,
since they have to solve for the missing messages to recover
all needed subfiles. However there are some ideas that one
may explore to improve this decoding strategy, e.g. designing
a smarter approach for non-leader users instead of naively
recovering all required messages before decoding the subfiles
(see the decoding approach provided in the motivating example
in Section IV-A).
V. CONVERSE
In this section, we derive a tight lower bound on the
minimum expected rate R∗, which shows the optimality of
the caching scheme proposed in this paper. To derive the cor-
responding lower bound on the average rate over all demands,
we divide the set D into smaller subsets, and lower bound
the average rates within each subset individually. We refer to
these smaller subsets as types, which are defined as follows.4
D4,0,0,0
D1,1,1,1
D2,2,0,0
D3,1,0,0
D2,1,1,0
Fig. 4: Dividing D into 5 types, for a caching problem with 4 files
and 4 users.
Given an arbitrary demand d, we define its statistics,
denoted by s(d), as a sorted array of length N , such that
si(d) equals the number of users that request the ith most
requested file. We denote the set of all possible statistics by
S. Grouping by the same statistics, the set of all demands
D can be broken into many small subsets. For any statistics
s ∈ S, we define type Ds as the set of queries with statistics
s.
For example, consider a caching problem with 4
files (denoted by A, B, C, and D) and 4 users.
The statistics of the demand d = (A,A,B,C)
equals s(d) = (2, 1, 1, 0). More generally, the set
of all possible statistics for this problem is S =
{(4, 0, 0, 0), (3, 1, 0, 0), (2, 2, 0, 0), (2, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1)},
and D can be divided into 5 types accordingly, as shown in
Fig. 4.
Note that for each demand d, the value Ne(d) only depends
on its statistics s(d), and thus the value is identical across all
4The notion of type was also recently introduced in [52] in order to simplify
the LP for finding better converse bounds for the coded caching problem.
demands in Ds. For convenience, we denote that value by
Ne(s).
Given a prefetchingM, we denote the average rate within
each type Ds by R∗ (s,M). Rigorously,
R∗ (s,M) =
1
|Ds|
∑
d∈Ds
R∗ (d,M). (15)
Recall that all demands are equally likely, so we have
R∗ = sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
min
M
Es[R∗ (s,M)] (16)
≥ sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
Es[minM R
∗
 (s,M)]. (17)
Hence, in order to lower bound R∗, it is sufficient to bound the
minimum value of R∗ (s,M) for each type Ds individually.
We show that, when the prefetching is uncoded, the minimum
average rate within a type can be tightly bounded (when F
is large and  is small), thus the rate-memory tradeoff can be
completely characterized using this technique.
The lower bounds of the minimum average rates within each
type are presented in the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Consider a caching problem with N files, K users,
and a local cache size of M files for each user. For any type
Ds, the minimum value of R∗ (s,M) is lower bounded by
min
M
R∗ (s,M) ≥Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
, (18)
where Conv(f(t)) denotes the lower convex envelope of the
following points: {(t, f(t)) | t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}}.
Remark 11 (Universal Optimality of Symmetric Batch
Prefetching). The above lemma characterizes the minimum
average rate given a type Ds, if the prefetching M can
be designed based on s. However, for (17) to be tight, the
average rate for each different type has to be minimized on the
same prefetching. Surprisingly, such an optimal prefetching
exists, an example being the symmetric batch prefetching
according to Section IV. This indicates that the symmetric
batch prefetching is universally optimal for all types in terms
of the average rates.
We postpone the proof of Lemma 2 to Appendix A and first
prove the converse using the lemma.
From (17) and Lemma 2, R∗ can be lower bounded as
follows:
R∗ ≥ sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
Es
[
min
M
R∗ (s,M)
]
(19)
≥ Es
[
Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )] . (20)
Because the sequence
cn =
(
K
n+1
)− (K−Ne(s)n+1 )(
K
n
) (21)
is convex, we can switch the order of the expectation and
the Conv in (20). Therefore, R∗ is lower bounded by the rate
8defined in Theorem 1.5
VI. EXTENSION TO THE DECENTRALIZED SETTING
In the sections above, we introduced a new centralized
caching scheme and a new bounding technique that completely
characterize the minimum average communication rate and the
minimum peak rate, when the prefetching is required to be
uncoded. Interestingly, these techniques can also be extended
to fully characterize the rate-memory tradeoff for decentralized
caching. In this section, we formally establish a system model
for decentralized caching systems, and state the exact rate-
memory tradeoff as main results for both the average rate and
the peak rate.
A. System Model and Problem Formulation
In many practical systems, out of the large number of users
that may potentially request files from the server through the
shared error-free link, only a random unknown subset are
connected to the link and making requests at any given time
instance. To handle this situation, the concept of decentralized
prefetching scheme was introduced in [17], where each user
has to fill their caches randomly and independently, based on
the same probability distribution. The goal in the decentralized
setting is to find a decentralized prefetching scheme, without
the knowledge of the number and the identities of the users
making requests, to minimize the required communication
rates given an arbitrarily large caching system. Based on the
above framework, we formally define decentralized caching as
follows:
Definition 3. In a decentralized caching scheme, instead of
following a deterministic caching scheme, each user k caches
a subset Mk of size no more than MF bits randomly and
independently, based on the same probability distribution, de-
noted by PM. Rigorously, when K users are making requests,
the probability distribution of the prefetchingM is given by
P (M = (M1, ...,MK)) =
K∏
i=1
PM(Mi).
We define that a decentralized caching scheme, denoted by
PM;F , is a distribution parameterized by the file size F ,
that specifies the prefetching distribution PM for all possible
values of F .
Similar to the centralized setting, when K users are making
requests, we say that a rate R is -achievable given a prefetch-
ing distribution PM and a demand d if and only if there exists
a message X of length RF such that every active user k is
able to recover its desired file Wdk with a probability of error
of at most . This is rigorously defined as follows:
Definition 4. When K users are making requests, R is -
achievable given a prefetching distribution PM and a demand
d if and only if for every possible realization of the prefetching
M, we can find a real number M, such that R is M-
achievable givenM and d, and E[M] ≤ .
5As noted in Remark 7, the rate R∗ stated in equation (1) for t ∈
{0, 1, ...,K} is convex, so it is sufficient to prove R∗ is lower bounded
by the convex envelope of its values at t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}.
We denote R∗,K(d, PM) as the minimum -achievable rate
given K, d and PM, and we define the rate-memory tradeoff
for the average rate based on this notation. For each K ∈ N,
and each prefetching scheme PM;F , we define the minimum
average rate R∗K(PM;F ) as the minimum expected rate under
uniformly random demand that can be achieved with vanishing
error probability for sufficiently large file size. Specifically,
R∗K(PM;F ) = sup
>0
lim sup
F ′→+∞
Ed[R∗,K(d, PM;F (F = F ′))],
where the demand d is uniformly distributed on {1, . . . , N}K .
Given the fact that a decentralized prefetching scheme is
designed without the knowledge of the number of active users
K, we characterize the rate-memory tradeoff using an infinite
dimensional vector, denoted by {RK}K∈N, where each term
RK corresponds to the needed communication rates when K
users are making requests. We aim to find the region in this
infinite dimensional vector space that can be achieved by any
decentralized prefetching scheme, and we denote this region
by R. Rigorously, we aim to find
R = ∪
PM;F
{{RK}K∈N | ∀K ∈ N, RK ≥ R∗K(PM;F )},
which is a function of N and M .
Similarly, we define the rate-memory tradeoff for the peak
rate as follows: For each K ∈ N, and each prefetching scheme
PM;F , we define the minimum peak rate R∗K,peak(PM;F ) as
the minimum communication rate that can be achieved with
vanishing error probability for sufficiently large file size, for
the worst case demand. Specifically,
R∗K,peak(PM;F ) = sup
>0
lim sup
F ′→+∞
max
d∈D
[R∗,K(d, PM;F (F = F
′))],
We aim to find the region in the infinite dimensional vector
space that can be achieved by any decentralized prefetching
scheme in terms of the peak rate, and we denote this region
Rpeak. Rigorously, we aim to find
Rpeak = ∪
PM;F
{{RK}K∈N | ∀K ∈ N, RK ≥ R∗K,peak(PM;F )},
as a function of N and M .
B. Exact Rate-Memory Tradeoff for Decentralized Setting
The following theorem completely characterizes the rate-
memory tradeoff for the average rate in the decentralized
setting:
Theorem 2. For a decentralized caching problem with pa-
rameters N and M , R is completely characterized by the
following equation:
R =
{
{RK}K∈N
∣∣∣∣∣
RK ≥ Ed
[
N −M
M
(
1−
(
N −M
N
)Ne(d))]}
,
(22)
where demand d given each K is uniformly distributed on
{1, ..., N}K and Ne(d) denotes the number of distinct requests
in d.6
The proof of the above theorem is provided in Appendix C.
6If M = 0, R = {{RK}K∈N | RK ≥ Ed[Ne(d)]}.
9Remark 12. Theorem 2 demonstrates that R has a very simple
shape with one dominating point: {RK = Ed[N−MM (1 −
(N−MN )
Ne(d))]}K∈N. In other words, we can find a decen-
tralized prefetching scheme that simultaneously achieves the
minimum expected rates for all possible numbers of active
users. Therefore, there is no tension among the expected rates
for different numbers of active users. In Appendix C, we will
show that one example of the optimal prefetching scheme
is to let each user cache MFN bits in each file uniformly
independently.
Remark 13. To prove Theorem 2, we propose a decentralized
caching scheme that strictly improves the state of the art [16],
[17] (see Appendix C-A), for both the average rate and the
peak rate. In particular for the average rate, the state-of-the-art
scheme proposed in [17] achieves the rate N−MN ·min{NM (1−
(1− MN )K),Ed[Ne(d)]}, which is strictly larger than the rate
achieved by our proposed scheme Ed[N−MM (1−(N−MN )Ne(d))]
in most cases. Similarly one can show that our scheme strictly
improves [16], and we omit the details for brevity.
Remark 14. We also prove a matching information-theoretic
outer bound of R, by showing that the achievable rate of any
decentralized caching scheme can be lower bounded by the
achievable rate of a caching scheme with centralized prefetch-
ing that is used on a system where, there are a large number
of users that may potentially request a file, but only a subset
of K users are actually making the request. Interestingly,
the tightness of this bound indicates that, in a system where
the number of potential users is significantly larger than the
number of active users, our proposed decentralized caching
scheme is optimal, even compared to schemes where the users
are not caching according to an i.i.d..
Using the proposed decentralized caching scheme and the
same converse bounding technique, the following corollary,
which completely characterizes the rate-memory tradeoff for
the peak rate in the decentralized setting, directly follows:
Corollary 2. For a decentralized caching problem with pa-
rameters N and M , the achievable region Rpeak is completely
characterized by the following equation:7
Rpeak =
{
{RK}K∈N
∣∣∣∣∣
RK ≥ N −M
M
(
1−
(
N −M
N
)min{N,K})}
.
(23)
The proof of the above corollary is provided in Appendix
D.
Remark 15. Corollary 2 demonstrates that Rpeak has a very
simple shape with one dominating point: {RK = N−MM (1 −
(N−MN )
min{N,K})}K∈N. In other words, we can find a de-
centralized prefetching scheme that simultaneously achieves
the minimum peak rates for all possible numbers of active
users. Therefore, there is no tension among the peak rates for
different numbers of active users. In Appendix D, we will
show that one example of the optimal prefetching scheme
7If M = 0, R = {{RK}K∈N | RK ≥ min{N,K}}.
is to let each user cache MFN bits in each file uniformly
independently.
Remark 16. Similar to the average rate case, a matching
converse can be proved by deriving the minimum achievable
rates of centralized caching schemes in a system where only a
subset of users are actually making the request. Consequently,
in a caching system where the number of potential users
is significantly larger than the number of active users, our
proposed decentralized scheme is also optimal in terms of
peak rate, even compared to schemes where the users are not
caching according to an i.i.d..
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(a) Average rates for N = K = 30. For this scenario, the best
communication rate stated in prior works is achieved by the
memory-sharing between the conventional uncoded scheme
[10] and the Maddah-Ali-Niesen scheme [17]. The tightest
prior converse bound in this scenario is provided by [47].
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(b) Peak rates for N = 20, K = 40. For this scenario, the
best communication rate stated in prior works is achieved by
the Amiri et al. scheme [16]. The tightest prior converse
bound in this scenario is provided by [45], [46], [49].
Fig. 5: Numerical comparison between the optimal tradeoff and the
state of the arts for the decentralized setting. Our results strictly
improve the prior arts in both achievability and converse, for both
average rate and peak rate.
Remark 17. We numerically compare our results with the
state-of-the-art schemes and the converses for the decentral-
10
ized setting. As shown in Fig. 5, both the achievability scheme
and the converse provided in our paper strictly improve the
prior arts, for both average rate and peak rate.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
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Fig. 6: Achievable peak communication rates for centralized schemes
that allow coded prefetching. For N = 20, K = 40, we compare
our proposed achievability scheme with prior-art coded-prefetching
schemes [14], [15], prior-art converse bounds [45], [46], [49], and
two recent results [50], [53]. The achievability scheme proposed in
this paper achieves the best performance to date in most cases, and
is within a factor of 2 optimal as shown in [50], even compared with
schemes that allow coded prefetching.
In this paper, we characterized the rate-memory tradeoff
for the coded caching problem with uncoded prefetching. To
that end, we proposed the optimal caching schemes for both
centralized setting and decentralized setting, and proved their
exact optimality for both average rate and peak rate. The
techniques we introduced in this paper can be directly applied
to many other problems, immediately improving their state of
the arts. For instance, the achievability scheme proposed in this
paper has already been applied in various different settings,
achieving improved results [50], [54], [55]. Beyond these
works, the techniques can also be applied in directions such
as online caching [18], caching with non-uniform demands
[19], and hierarchical caching [24], where improvements can
be immediately achieved by directly plugging in our results.
One interesting follow-up direction is to consider coded
caching problem with coded placement. In this scenario, it has
been shown that in the centralized setting, coded prefetching
schemes can achieve better peak communication rates. For
example, Figure 6 shows that one can improve the peak
communication rate by coded placement when the cache size
is small. In a recent work [50] we have shown that, through
a new converse bounding technique, the achievability scheme
we proposed in this paper is optimal within a factor of 2.
However, finding the exact optimal solution in this regime
remains an open problem.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Proof. The Proof of Lemma 2 is organized as follows: We start
by proving a lower bound of the communication rate required
for a single demand, i.e., R∗ (d,M). By averaging this lower
bound over a single demand type Ds, we automatically obtain
a lower bound for the rate R∗ (s,M). Finally we bound the
minimum possible R∗ (s,M) over all prefetching schemes by
solving for the minimum value of our derived lower bound.
We first use a genie-aided approach to derive a lower bound
of R∗ (d,M) for any demand d and for any prefetchingM:
Given a demand d, let U = {u1, ..., uNe(d)} be an arbitrary
subset with Ne(d) users that request distinct files. We construct
a virtual user whose cache is initially empty. Suppose for each
` ∈ {1, ..., Ne(d)}, a genie fills the cache with the value of
bits that are cached by u`, but not from files requested by
users in {u1, ..., u`−1}. Then with all the cached information
provided by the genie, the virtual user should be able to
inductively decode all files requested by users in U upon
receiving the message X . Consequently, a lower bound on the
communication rate R∗ (d,M) can be obtained by applying
a cut-set bound on the virtual user.
Specifically, we prove that the virtual user can decode all
Ne(d) requested files with high probability, by inductively
decoding each file du` using the decoding function of user
u`, from ` = 1 to ` = Ne(d): Recall that any communication
rate is -achievable if the error probability of each decoding
function is at most . Consequently, the probability that all
Ne(d) decoding functions can correctly decode the requested
files is at least 1 − Ne(d). In this scenario, the virtual user
can correctly decode all the files, given that at every single
step of induction, all bits necessary for the decoding function
have either been provided by the genie, or decoded in previous
inductive steps.
Given this decodability, we can lower bound the needed
communication load using Fano’s inequality:
R∗ (d,M)F ≥
H
(
{Wdu` }
Ne(d)
`=1
∣∣∣ Bits cached by the virtual user)
− (1 +N2e (d)F ). (24)
Recall that all bits in the library are i.i.d. and uniformly
random, the cut-set bound in the above inequality essentially
equals the number of bits in the Ne(d) requested files that
are not cached by the virtual user. This set includes all bits in
each file du` that are not cached by any users in {u1, ..., u`}.
Hence, the above lower bound is essentially
R∗ (d,M)F ≥
Ne(d)∑
`=1
F∑
j=1
1
(
Bdu` ,j is not cached by any user in {u1, ..., u`}
)
− (1 +N2e (d)F ). (25)
where Bi,j denotes the jth bit in file i. To simplify the
discussion, we let Ki,j denote the subset of users that caches
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Bi,j . The above lower bound can be equivalently written as
R∗ (d,M)F ≥
Ne(d)∑
`=1
F∑
j=1
1
(
Kdu` ,j ∩ {u1, ..., u`} = ∅
)
− (1 +N2e (d)F ). (26)
Using the above inequality, we derive a lower bound of
the average rates as follows: For any positive integer i, we
denote the set of all permutations on {1, ..., i} by Pi. Then,
for each p1 ∈ PK and p2 ∈ PN given a demand d, we
define d(p1, p2) as a demand satisfying, for each user k,
dk(p1, p2) = p2(dp−11 (k)
). We can then apply the above bound
to any demand d(p1, p2):
R∗ (d(p1, p2),M)F ≥
Ne(d)∑
`=1
F∑
j=1
1
(
Kp2(du` ),j ∩ {p1(u1), ..., p1(u`)} = ∅
)
− (1 +N2e (d)F ). (27)
It is easy to verify that by taking the average of (27) over
all pairs of (p1, p2), only the rates for demands in type Ds(d)
are counted, and each of them is counted the same number of
times due to symmetry. Consequently, this approach provides
us with a lower bound on the average rate within type Ds(d),
which is stated as follows:
R∗ (s(d),M) =
1
K!N !
∑
p1∈PK
∑
p2∈PN
R∗ (d(p1, p2),M)
(28)
≥ 1
K!N !F
∑
p1∈PK
∑
p2∈PN
Ne(d)∑
`=1
F∑
j=1
1
(
Kp2(du` ),j ∩ {p1(u1), ..., p1(u`)} = ∅
)
−
(
1
F
+N2e (d)
)
. (29)
We aim to simplify the above lower bound, in order to
find its minimum to prove Lemma 2. To simplify this re-
sult, we first exchange the order of the summations and
evaluate 1K!
∑
p1∈PK
1
(
Kp2(du` ),j ∩ {p1(u1), ..., p1(u`)} = ∅
)
.
This is essentially the probability of selecting ` distinct
users {p1(u1), ..., p1(u`)} uniformly at random, such that
none of them belongs to Kp2(du` ). Out of the
(
K
`
)
subsets,(K−|Kp2(du` ),j |
`
)
of them satisfy this condition,8 which gives
the following identity:
1
K!
∑
p1∈PK
1
(
Kp2(du` ),j ∩ {p1(u1), ..., p1(u`)} = ∅
)
=
(K−|Kp2(du` ),j |
`
)(
K
`
) .
(30)
Hence, inequality (29) can be simplified based on (30) and the
above discussion.
R∗ (s(d),M) ≥
1
N !F
∑
p2∈PN
Ne(d)∑
`=1
F∑
j=1
1
K!
∑
p1∈PK
8Recall that we define
(n
k
)
= 0 when k > n.
1
(
Kp2(du` ),j ∩ {p1(u1), ..., p1(u`)} = ∅
)
−
(
1
F
+N2e (d)
)
(31)
=
1
N !F
∑
p2∈PN
Ne(d)∑
`=1
F∑
j=1
(K−|Kp2(du` ),j |
`
)(
K
`
)
−
(
1
F
+N2e (d)
)
. (32)
We further simplify this result by computing the summation
over p2 and j, and evaluating 1N !F
∑
p2∈PN
F∑
j=1
(K−|Kp2(du` ),j |
`
)
.
This is essentially the expectation of
(
K−|Ki,j |
`
)
over a uni-
formly randomly selected bit Bi,j . Let an denote the number
of bits in the database that are cached by exactly n users, then
|Ki,j | = n holds for anNF fraction of the bits. Consequently,
we have
1
N !F
∑
p2∈PN
F∑
j=1
(
K − |Kp2(du` ),j |
`
)
=
K∑
n=0
an
NF
·
(
K − n
`
)
.
(33)
We simplify (32) using the above identity:
R∗ (s(d),M) ≥
Ne(d)∑
`=1
1
N !F
∑
p2∈PN
F∑
j=1
(K−|Kp2(du` ),j |
`
)(
K
`
)
−
(
1
F
+N2e (d)
)
(34)
=
Ne(d)∑
`=1
K∑
n=0
an
NF
·
(
K−n
`
)(
K
`
) − ( 1
F
+N2e (d)
)
(35)
It can be easily shown that(
K−n
`
)(
K
`
) = (K−`n )(
K
n
) (36)
and
Ne(d)∑
`=1
(
K − `
n
)
=
(
K
n+ 1
)
−
(
K −Ne(d)
n+ 1
)
. (37)
Thus, we can rerwite (35) as
R∗ (s(d),M) ≥
K∑
n=0
an
NF
·
(
K
n+1
)− (K−Ne(d)n+1 )(
K
n
)
−
(
1
F
+N2e (d)
)
. (38)
Hence for any s ∈ S, by arbitrarily selecting a demand d ∈ Ds
and applying the above inequality, the following bound holds
for any prefetchingM:
R∗ (s,M) ≥
K∑
n=0
an
NF
·
(
K
n+1
)− (K−Ne(s)n+1 )(
K
n
)
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (39)
After proving a lower bound of R∗ (s,M), we proceed
to bound its minimum possible value over all prefetching
schemes. Let cn denote the following sequence
cn =
(
K
n+1
)− (K−Ne(s)n+1 )(
K
n
) . (40)
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We have
R∗ (s,M) ≥
K∑
n=0
an
NF
· cn −
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (41)
We denote the lower convex envelope of cn, i.e., the lower
convex envelope of points {(t, ct) | t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}}, by
Conv(ct). Note that cn is a decreasing sequence, so its lower
convex envelope is a decreasing and convex function.
Because the following holds for every prefetching:
K∑
n=0
an = NF, (42)
K∑
n=0
nan ≤ NFt, (43)
we can lower bound (41) using Jensen’s inequality and the
monotonicity of Conv(ct):
R∗ (s,M) ≥ Conv(ct)−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (44)
Consequently,
min
M
R∗ (s,M) ≥minM Conv(ct)−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
(45)
=Conv(ct)−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
(46)
=Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (47)
APPENDIX B
MINIMUM PEAK RATE FOR CENTRALIZED CACHING
Consider a caching problem with K users, a database of
N files, and a local cache size of M files for each user. We
define the rate-memory tradeoff for the peak rate as follows:
Similar to the average rate case, for each prefetchingM, let
R∗,peak(M) denote the peak rate, defined as
R∗,peak(M) = max
d
R∗ (d,M).
We aim to find the minimum peak rate R∗peak, where
R∗peak = sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
min
M
R∗,peak(M),
which is a function of N , K, and M .
Now we prove Corollary 1, which completely characterizes
the value of R∗peak.
Proof. It is easy to show that the rate stated in Corollary 1
can be exactly achieved using the caching scheme introduced
in Section IV. Hence, we focus on proving the optimality of
the proposed coding scheme.
Recall the definitions of statistics and types (see section V).
Given a prefetchingM and statistics s, we define the peak
rate within type Ds, denoted by R∗,peak(s,M), as
R∗,peak(s,M) = max
d∈Ds
R∗ (d,M). (48)
Note that
R∗peak = sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
min
M
max
s
R∗,peak(s,M) (49)
≥ sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
max
s
min
M
R∗,peak(s,M). (50)
Hence, in order to lower bound R∗, it is sufficient to bound
the minimum value of R∗,peak(s,M) for each type Ds indi-
vidually. Using Lemma 2, the following bound holds for each
s ∈ S:
min
M
R∗,peak(s,M) ≥minM R
∗
 (s,M) (51)
≥Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (52)
Consequently,
R∗peak ≥ sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
max
s
Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
(53)
=Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−min{N,K}t+1 )(
K
t
) ) . (54)
Remark 18 (Universal Optimality of Symmetric Batch
Prefetching - Peak Rate). Inequality (52) characterizes the
minimum peak rate given a type Ds, if the prefetching M
can be designed based on s. However, for (50) to be tight, the
peak rate for each different type has to be minimized on the
same prefetching. Surprisingly, such an optimal prefetching
exists, an example being the symmetric batch prefetching,
according to Section IV. This indicates that the symmetric
batch prefetching is also universally optimal for all types in
terms of peak rates.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
To completely characterize R, we propose decentralized
caching schemes to achieve all points in R. We also prove a
matching information-theoretic outer bound of the achievable
regions, which implies that none of the points outside R are
achievable.
A. The Optimal Decentralized Caching Scheme
To prove the achievability of R, we need to provide an opti-
mal decentralized prefetching scheme PM;F , an optimal deliv-
ery scheme for every possible user demand d that achieves the
corner point inR, and a valid decoding algorithm for the users.
The main idea of our proposed achievability scheme is to first
design a decentralized prefetching scheme, such that we can
view the resulting content delivery problem as a list of sub-
problems that can be individually solved using the techniques
we already developed for the centralized setting. Then we
optimally solve this delivery problem by greedily applying
our proposed centralized delivery and decoding scheme.
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We consider the following optimal prefetching scheme: all
users cache MFN bits in each file uniformly and independently.
This prefetching scheme was originally proposed in [17]. For
convenience, we refer to this prefetching scheme as uniformly
random prefetching scheme. Given this prefetching scheme,
each bit in the database is cached by a random subset of the
K users.
During the delivery phase, we first greedily categorize all
the bits based on the number of users that cache the bit, then
within each category, we deliver the corresponding messages
in an opportunistic way using the delivery scheme described
in Section IV for centralized caching. For any demand d
where K users are making requests, and any realization of
the prefetching on these K users, we divide the bits in the
database into K + 1 sets: For each j ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}, let Bj
denote the bits that are cached by exactly j users. To deliver
the requested files to the K users, it is sufficient to deliver all
the corresponding bits in each Bj individually.
Within each Bj , first note that with high probability for large
F , the number of bits that belong to each file is approximately(
K
j
)
(MN )
j(1− MN )K−jF + o(F ), which is the same across all
files. Furthermore, for any subset K ⊆ {1, ...,K} of size j, a
total of (MN )
j(1−MN )K−jF+o(F ) bits in file i are exclusively
cached by users in K, which is 1/(Kj ) fraction of the bits inBj that belong to file i. This is effectively the symmetric batch
prefetching, and hence we can directly apply the same delivery
and decoding scheme to deliver all the requested bits within
this subset.
Recall that in the centralized setting, when each file has
a size F and each bit is cached by exactly t users, our
proposed delivery scheme achieves a communication load of
( Kt+1)−(K−Ne(d)t+1 )
(Kt )
F . Then to deliver all requested bits within
Bj , where the equivalent file size approximately equals(
K
j
)
(MN )
j(1 − MN )K−jF , we need a communication rate of
(MN )
j(1− MN )K−j
((
K
j+1
)− (K−Ne(d)j+1 )).
Consequently, by applying the delivery scheme for all j ∈
{0, 1, ...,K}, we achieve a total communication rate of
RK =
K∑
j=0
(
M
N
)j (
1− M
N
)K−j
·
((
K
j + 1
)
−
(
K −Ne(d)
j + 1
))
(55)
=
N −M
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)Ne(d))
(56)
for any demand d. Hence, for each K we achieve an average
rate of E[N−MM (1 −
(
1− MN
)Ne(d)
)], which dominates all
points in R. This provides a tight inner bound for Theorem 2.
B. Converse
To prove an outer bound of R, i.e., bounding all possible
rate vectors {RK}K∈N that can be achieved by a prefetching
scheme, it is sufficient to bound each entry of the vector
individually, by providing a lower bound of R∗K(PM;F ) that
holds for all prefetching schemes. To obtain such a lower
bound, for each K ∈ N we divide the set of all possible
demands into types, and derive the minimum average rate
within each type separately.
For any statistics s, we let R∗,K(s, PM) denote the average
rate within type Ds. Rigorously,
R∗,K(s, PM) =
1
|Ds|
∑
d∈Ds
R∗,K(d, PM). (57)
The minimum value of R∗,K(s, PM) is lower bounded by the
following lemma:
Lemma 3. Consider a decentralized caching problem with N
files and a local cache size of M files for each user. For any
type Ds, where K users are making requests, the minimum
value of R∗,K(s, PM) is lower bounded by
min
PM
R∗,K(s, PM) ≥
M −N
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)Ne(s))
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (58)
Remark 19. As proved in Appendix C-A, the rate
R∗,K(s, PM) for any statistics s and any K can be simul-
taneously minimized using the uniformly random prefetch-
ing scheme. This demonstrates that the uniformly random
prefetching scheme is universally optimal for the decentralized
caching problem in terms of average rates.
Proof. To prove Lemma 3, we first consider a class of gen-
eralized demands, where not all users in the caching systems
are required to request a file. We define generalized demand
d = (d1, ..., dK) ∈ {0, 1, ..., N}K , where a nonzero dk
denotes the index of the file requested by k, while dk = 0
indicates that user k is not making a request. We define
statistics and their corresponding types in the same way, and
let R∗,K(s,M) denote the centralized average rate on a
generalized type Ds given prefetchingM.
For a centralized caching problem, we can easily generalize
Lemma 2 to the following lemma for the generalized demands:
Lemma 4. Consider a caching problem with N files, K users,
and a local cache size of M files for each user. For any
generalized type Ds, the minimum value of R∗,K(s,M) is
lower bounded by
min
M
R∗,K(s,M) ≥Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
, (59)
where Conv(f(t)) denotes the lower convex envelope of the
following points: {(t, f(t)) | t ∈ {0, 1, ...,K}}.
The above lemma can be proved exactly the same way as we
proved Lemma 2, and the universal optimality of symmetric
batch prefetching still holds for the generalized demands.
For a decentralized caching problem, we can also general-
ize the definition of R∗,K(s, PM) correspondingly. We can
easily prove that, when a decentralized caching scheme is
used, the expected value of R∗,K(s,M) is no greater than
R∗,K(s, PM). Consequently,
R∗,K(s, PM) ≥EM[R∗,K(s,M)] (60)
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≥Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
, (61)
for any generalized type Ds and for any PM.
Now we prove that value R∗,K(s, PM) is independent of
parameter K given s and PM: Consider a generalized statistic
s. Let Ks =
N∑
i=1
si, which equals the number of active users
for demands in Ds. For any caching system with K > Ks
users, and for any subset K of Ks users, let DK denote the
set of demands in Ds where only users in K are making
requests. Note that Ds equals the union of disjoint sets DK
for all subsets K of size Ks. Thus we have,
R∗,K(s, PM) =
1
|Ds|
∑
d∈Ds
R∗,K(d, PM) (62)
=
1
|Ds|
∑
K:|K|=Ks
∑
d∈DK
R∗,K(d, PM) (63)
=
1
|Ds|
∑
K:|K|=Ks
|DK|R∗,Ks(s, PM) (64)
= R∗,Ks(s, PM). (65)
Consequently,
R∗,Ks(s, PM) = limK→+∞
R∗,K(s, PM) (66)
≥ lim
K→+∞
Conv
((
K
t+1
)− (K−Ne(s)t+1 )(
K
t
) )
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
(67)
=
M −N
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)Ne(s))
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (68)
Because the above lower bound is independent of the prfetch-
ing distribution PM, the minimum value of R∗,Ks(s, PM)
over all possible prefetchings is also bounded by the same
formula. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
From Lemma 3, the following bound holds by definition
R∗K(PM;F ) = sup
>0
lim sup
F ′→+∞
Es[R∗,K(s, PM;F (F = F ′))]
(69)
≥ Ed
[
M −N
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)Ne(d))]
(70)
for any K ∈ N and for any prefetching scheme PM;F .
Consequently, any vector {RK}K∈N in R satisfies
RK ≥ min
PM;F
R∗K(PM;F ) (71)
≥ Ed
[
M −N
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)Ne(d))]
, (72)
for any K ∈ N. Hence,
R ⊆
{
{RK}K∈N
∣∣∣∣∣
RK ≥ Ed
[
N −M
M
(
1−
(
N −M
N
)Ne(d))]}
.
(73)
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2
Proof. It is easy to show that all points in Rpeak can be
achieved using the decentralized caching scheme introduced
in Appendix C-A. Hence, we focus on proving the optimality
of the proposed decentralized caching scheme. Similar to the
average rate case, we prove an outer bound of Rpeak by
bounding R∗K,peak(PM;F ) for each K ∈ N individually. To do
so, we divide the set of all possible demands into types, and
derive the minimum average rate within each type separately.
Recall the definitions of statistics and types (see section V).
Given a caching system with N files, K users, a prefetching
distribution PM, and a statistic s, we define the peak rate
within type Ds, denoted by R∗,K,peak(s, PM), as
R∗,K,peak(s, PM) = max
d∈Ds
R∗,K(d, PM). (74)
Note that any point {RK}K∈N in Rpeak satisfies
RK ≥ inf
PM;F
R∗K,peak(PM;F ) (75)
= inf
PM;F
sup
>0
lim sup
F ′→+∞
max
s∈D
[R∗,K,peak(s, PM;F (F = F
′))]
(76)
for any K ∈ N. We have the following from min-max
inequality
RK ≥ sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
max
s∈D
[min
PM
R∗,K,peak(s, PM)]. (77)
Hence, in order to outer bound Rpeak, it is sufficient to bound
the minimum value of R∗,K,peak(s, PM) for each type Ds
individually.
Using Lemma 3, the following bound holds for each s ∈ S:
min
PM
R∗,K,peak(s, PM) ≥min
PM
R∗,K(s, PM) (78)
≥M −N
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)Ne(s))
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)
. (79)
Hence for any {RK}K∈N,
RK ≥ sup
>0
lim sup
F→+∞
max
s
[
M −N
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)Ne(s))
−
(
1
F
+N2e (s)
)]
(80)
=
M −N
M
(
1−
(
1− M
N
)min{N,K})
. (81)
Consequently,
Rpeak ⊆
{
{RK}K∈N
∣∣∣∣∣
RK ≥ N −M
M
(
1−
(
N −M
N
)min{N,K})}
.
(82)
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Remark 20. According to the above discussion, the rate
R∗,K,peak(s, PM) for any statistics s and any K can be simul-
taneously minimized using the uniformly random prefetching
scheme. This indicates that the uniformly random prefetching
scheme is universally optimal for all types in terms of peak
rates.
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